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Abstract. The deformation dependence of the particle number uncertainty
(incorporated in almost all fission calculations via the BCS theory) is analyzed. The more elaborate particle number projection after BCS variation
(PBCS), utilized in this paper, indicates fluctuations of the BCS pairing
energy all over the Potential Energy Surface (PES) due to different particle number uncertainties. For significant deformation points of the PES
calculated for 2 i~ Pu145 these energy fluctuations ·re going up to 0. 9 Me V.
The smallest particle number uncertainty and energy difference obtained
is localized in the vicinity of the isomer minimum. So far the surface dependence of the BCS strength parameters has not been considered.

1. Introduction
The complexity of the nuclear fission process is well known. To avoid the difficulties
arising one usually describes the static and the dynamic properties of a fissionable
nucleus separately. For describing the static properties of the process the most
successful method proposed so far is the well known Shell-Correction Theory (see
f. e. [1]). The most difficult problem is the proper description of the fission dynamics considering the significant variations of the collective velocity during the
fission process resulting in complicated dissipative effects. Such problems can be
approximately treated f. e. by the so called dissipative diabatic dynamics [2). So far
applications of more elaborate techniques as the Generator Coordinate Method or
the Adiabatic Time Dependent Hartree-Fock Method failed because of conceptual
and numerical difficulties .
One of the most significant problems of all nuclear many-body theories is the
proper treatment of the pairing short-range correlations between nucleons. It is
important for the description of all nuclear systems and processes. In the case of
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the fission process, pairing energy calculations are usually based on the Bardeen ,
Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) theory. Some problems connected with such calculations remain still unsolved. There are, f. e., controversial assumptions about the
deformation dependence of the pairing strength and gap parameters. Another problem (subject of the present work) is the deformation dependence of the particle
number uncertainty (incorporated in almost all fission calculations via BCS the
theory).
It is well known that applied to the nuclear many-body problem the BCS theory
implies a constrained variational principle . This is because the BCS wave function
includes a superposition of different number of pairs and one runs into the problem
of no sharp particle number. In nuclei the violation of the invariance corresponding
to the number of particles gives rise to serious errors. An approximate solution
of this problem is given by the restriction of the variation through the subsidiary
condition that the expectation value of the particle number operator has the desired
number of particles. The superposition of wave functions with different particle
numbers, that remains after applying the constrained variational principle , shows
a particle number uncertainty of about ±2 to ±4 particles (protons and neutrons
separately). For the ground state energy, the comparison between results of the
standard BCS theory and more elaborate projection methods shows an energy
difference for protons in the actinide region of about 500 keV (see f. e. (3]). It is not
a priori clear if this particle pumber mismatches and the resulting pairing energy
fluctuation does not depend on the deformation, especially for large deformations,
as is the case in the nuclear fission process.
The purpose of the present work is to analyze the fluctuations of the pairing
energy, as a function of deformation, due to the particle number uncertainty. This
is achieved by utilizing improved methods of dealing with such symmetry violations, in our case the particle number projection after BCS variation (PBCS) (4].
Of course , a more appropriate projection technique (as a variation after particle
number projection (FBCS) (3]) would be desirabe, but for the fission theory it
would be prohibitively time consuming. In addition to that, some results obtained
through particle number projection before BCS variation (concerning only ground
states energies) show that the deviations in the total energy are of the order of 10
keV when using the PBCS or FBCS method [4]. So far we study the influence of the
particle number violation only on the potential energy surface (PES) of fissioning
nuclei.
In the present work the PES is calculated by applying the Shell-Correction
Method (SCM) based on the deformed Woods-Saxon potential and the standard
BCS theory. They are described shortly in Sect. 2. The particle number projection
technique is described in Sect. 3, and the results and conclusions for 2 i~Pu 146 are
given in Sect. 4.

2. The Shell-Correction Method and Standard BCS Formalism
any-body theories is the
s between nucleons. It is
processes. In the case of
ty Press All rights reserved

The Shell-Correction theory is well known [1]. Since there are sever al modifications
of it, to compare results one has to know the exact approximations. In our calcula-
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tions we have used the deformed Woods-Saxon potential and the shape parametrization described f. e. in [l] and [5]. It involves three free deformation parameters c,
h and a where c describes essentially the elongation of the shapes, h is the neck
parameter (chosen in such way, that h = 0 describes approximately the family of
threshold shapes) and a corresponds to the left-right asymmetry of the fissionable
nuclei. Small values of h coincide with the so-called liquid drop valley.
The total energies are calculated by using the Strutinsky expression:
EToTAL

= ELoM + 5EsHELL + 5EPAIR

(1)

where ELoM, 5EsHELL and 5EPAIR denote the liquid drop, the Strutinsky shell
correction and the pairing correction energies, respectively. The shell-correction and
the liquid drop energies are calculated by the usual prescriptions and the formulae
given in [5]. With resp-ecL to the main question to be discussed in this work the
shell-correction and the lictuid drop energies are of minor interest. The total SCM
energy is needed to calculate and compare results concerning deformation points
on the PES, significant for the physics of fission only.
To analyze the dependence of the pairing energy on the particle number ftuctuation and to compare results firstly we performed the "standard" BCS theory. Since
the BCS wave function
'
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This constrained variational principle ends up with usual BCS equations.
For the ground state deformation according to the PES we solved them by first
determining the pairing gap parameters f::..p and f::..N empirically from the oddeven mass differences. Solving the BCS equations we took into account all terms
proportional to Vf, where Vk are the occupation probabilities for the different singlcparticle states. The ground state strengths G of tlie pairing force and the chemical
potentials (Fermi energies) ,\ a.re found through iteration. For all other deformation
points we started with the ground state value of the pairing strength parameter G
and solved the ncs equations witl;l respect, to the pairing gap parameter f::.. and the
Fermi energy >..
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As well known the "standard" BCS energy is given by

Eacs

"'
= 2 'L)c:k
-

2

6.
0.5Gvk2) vk2 - G

(5)

k>O

(for protons and neutrons separately). Here C:k are the single-particle energies from
the deformed Woods- Saxon potential.
The restriction (3) allows some particle number uncertainty. The mean square
deviation of the particle number in the usual BCS theory is given by
2

2

(6.A) = (BCSIA IBCS) - A 2 = 4

L uzvz.

(6)

k>O

The whole theory is valid if IBCS) is well localized around the actual particle
number. The problem now is how it works with large deformations, as in the fissi 'm
process. The most important question is whether the pairing energy fluctuates along
the PES due to different particle number admixtures for different deformations.
This would generate errors in the barrier heights , isomer minima etc. To make
quantitative conclusions about it we compared the behaviour of the pairing energy
calculated through the standard BCS method and the pairing energy calculated
through the more elaborate particle number projection technique described in the
next section.

(2)

3. Particle Number Projection
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value A

As mentioned above, the violation of the particle number in the BCS wave fun ctions
can be treated by projection techniques. We used a projector defined as follows:

(7)

(3)
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ational Hamiltonian

(8)
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g gap parameter 6. and the

is the particle number operator.
When applying (7) to the BCS wave function (2) one gets

where p = A/2 is the number of pairs. The integrand in (9) is a Laurent series m
x = exp(-2ir,o ). The integration just picks up the component with p = A/2 pairs.
The operator faA is a projection operator in the mathematical sense ( P2 = P,
fa+= P) which projects onto the subspace with particle numb er A [4] .
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For the one-body op er
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where M is the number of doubly degenerate levels in the BCS area cons idered and
PN are the coefficients of the polynomial, we have obtained for the norm (10)
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The product in the intergrand of (10) can be written as a polynomial in
exp(-2i<p). The k is running over all doubly degenerate single-particle levels around
the Fermi surface, taken into account in the usual BCS calculations. Having
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The coefficients PN are calculated by recursion formulae.
Using the Fermi commutation relations for the operators ak and at, we can
express all matrix elements needed for the calculation of the projected energy
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Similarly, one obtains the polynomial coefficients corresponding to the matrix
element of the two-body operators.
The equation (13) arises under the additional assumption of a constant pairing
strength among the particles in the BCS area of the levels considered. To compare
results we used the values of the BCS parameters estimated as explained in Sect. 2.
A is the exact number of particles occupying the BCS area. The calculations are
performed separately for protons and neutrons.
In order to summarize, we solved first the standard BCS equations with the
assumptions explained in Sect. 2 taking into account all terms with Vf. Then we
calculated the energy according to (13). This is the so-called projection after BCS
variation method (PBCS), i. e projection of fixed-particle terms from BCS wave
functions. Solving the problem by varying directly the fixed particle expression
(13) with respect to the parameters v~ one would obtain a set of the so-called
FBCS equation, i.e. one would apply the varia~ion after particle number projection
method. This method gives the lowest possible energies for a variational solution
of the projected BCS form [3].

f the projected energy

4 . Results and Discussion
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All calculations are performed with the nucleus 2 i~Pu 14 6. The BCS results concerning the mean square deviation (6) of the particle number along the so-called
"liquid drop valley" [5] (this is the PES along the deformation path c = 1.0 to 1.9;
h = 0.0; a = 0.0) give variations from 7 to 12 for protons and from 1 to 18 for
neutrons. Therefore there is an admixture of several neighbour even-even nuclei in
the BCS wave function of Pu that depends on the deformation. The smallest value
of the mean square deviation of the particle number is localized at the vicinity of
the isomer minimum (according to the PES).
In order to make quantitative conclusions about the influence of this admixtures
on the PES we calculate the SCM energy with (full line) and without (dashed line)
particle number projection for the above defined "liquid drop ~alley" (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The SCM energy with (full line) and without (dashed line) particle number projection as a function of the elongation parameter c
(h = 0.0, a= 0.0), i. e. along the so called " liquid drop valley"
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Fig. 2. Differences between the energy calculated with particle number
projection after BCS variation (EPBcs) and the energy obtained by the
usual BCS constrained variation (EBcs) along the "liquid drop valley"
(c = 1.0 to 1.8; h = 0.0 ; a= 0.0)
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The variation of the difference between the standard BCS energy (5) and the
projected energy (13) for the "liquid drop valley" is shown in Fig. 2.
One can see (Fig. l) that there is (as expected) a decrease of the total SCM
energy due to the projection of the particle number performed. For 2 ~~Pu 146 its
average value is about 1.6 MeV. As well known a constant shift of the PES would
have minor influence on the fission process. Therefore, more significant for the fission
process are fluctuations along the PES , connected with the height and structure of
the fission barriers, fission half lives and other properties of the fission process. In
the case of 2 i~Pu145 along the "liquid drop valley" we obtain a maximal variation
of about 900 keV (Fig. 2). In the vicinity of the isomer minimum (according to
the PES) one observes a strong pick (Fig. 2) of the energy difference (the smallest
energy difference). The reason for that is the appearance of a pronounced shell
structure (especially for neutrons) with this deformation. lt should be mentioned
that the ground state is not along this "liquid drop valley" . The extremal points
are not significantly shifted.
Since the "liquid drop valley" results shown in Figs 1 and 2 are not enough
to make decisive conclusions we perform calculations for other additional significant points of the PES. Our calcu lations of the PES suggest that for 2 i~Pu 146 the
significant deformation points can be localized as follows: the ground state with
values of the deformation parameters about c = 1.21 , h = -0.145, Cl' = 0.0; the
first saddle point with c = 1.24, h = 0.15, a= 0.0 and the isomer minimum with
c = 1.41, h = 0.0 , Cl'= 0.0. The second saddle point is in the region with c = 1.66 ,
h = -0.075, a= 0.0, but can be lowered by increasing the asymmetry. In Fig. 3 we
show the results for the SCM energy of the projected (full line) and unprojected
(dashed line) case along a cut of the PES with c = 1.0 to 1.8 , h = -0.145 and
Cl' = 0.0, i.e. a valley going through the ground state deformation ("ground state
valley"). The position of the ground state minimum and the second saddl e for the
projected case are not shifted due to the projection.
The variation of the difference between the standard BCS energy and the projected energy along the "ground state valley" is shown in Fig. 4. Now the smallest
difference between the projected and the unprojected energies appears at the ground.
state deformation (Fig. 4) as one could expect.
In Table 1 we summarize some results concerning the most significant points of
the PES for 2 i~Pu 14 5 and allowing in addition some asymmetry variations around
the second saddle point. This is because the energy of the second saddl e can be
lowered by changing the asymmetry.
I-laving in mind that the barrier heights and the isomer minimum for 2 i~Pu 146
are expected to be in the order of 2- 6 MeV (with respect to th e ground state) ,
the obtained in this work fluctuations (due to the incorrect particle number) up to
0.9 MeV can significantly change the structure of the PES fission path.
Additional information about the influence of the particle number uncertainti es
on the PES and the fission process one can obtain solving the problem with a deformation dependent pairing strength (suggested by several authors) or by avoiding
the constrained variational principle from the beginning. Such calculations are in
progress.
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Table 1. Differences between the SCM energy calculated with particle number projection
after BCS variation ( Epacs) and the energy obtained by the usual BCS constrained
variation (Eacs). The energy differences are given for significant points of the PES for
2
i~ Pu 146 : spherical, ground state, first saddle, isomer minimum, the point having the
smallest energy difference and points having different asymmetries around the second
saddle
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